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Æ Sorpii is a previously unremarkable early-B star that underwent a sudden, largevisual outburst and transitioned to a strong Be-state in mid-2000. Otero, Fraser, andLloyd (2001) desribed their post-eruption photometry and briey disussed the Hipparosphotometry and some spetrosopi aspets of the star. Miroshnihenko et al (2001),hereafter METAL, published an extensive study of their post-outburst spetrosopy, andthey orrelated the Otero, Fraser, and Lloyd photometry with their observations. Æ Sois also a long-period visual binary star, whose orbit was interferometrially determinedby Hartkopf, Mason, and MAlister (1996) and spetrosopially by METAL; the periodis 10.58 years, and the eentriity is extremely high.This paper desribes Æ So's visual photometri behavior from the outburst's disov-ery in 2000 through 11 Otober 2002 and orrelates it with some aspets of METAL'sobservations. Our observations show that a quasi-periodi and transient variation of verylose to 71 days in length existed during most of the outburst, through approximately1 June 2002. That quasi-periodi variation is superposed upon a long-term trend of so farindeterminate length. We also identify three main phases of the outburst and determineestimated dates for the outburst's start and for the long-term trend maximum.Our light urve shows that the amplitude of the 71-day variability has generally de-reased with time, and that there are time intervals, of approximately the same length asthe 71-day quasi-periodi variability, during whih the amplitude appears to have beenstatistially zero (i.e., \lulls"). During the last �75 days of our data, only the long-termvariability has been apparent. A fuller disussion of our data is in preparation.The existene of a putative periodiity of 78 days in published radial veloity data(dating from 1903 through 1975) and in the early outburst photometry was suggested byGandet (2001a); the period was later estimated to fall between 68 and 78 days (Gandet,2000b). A �70-day-long variability is onsistent with the time sale of the variations inthe H� EW and relative intensity reported in METAL during �50 days on either sideof periastron. We note, without bias, the intriguing similarities between the putativespetrosopi period and the photometri mid-term-length variation reported here, andof their transient nature.Our observations onsist of previously published (Otero et al. 2001) visual (v) andphotoeletri photometry (V); and from more reent visual (Otero), photoeletri (Fraser)
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Table 1.Comparison Star Magnitudes and ColorsSite* Star HR V B � V U �B Sp. Type1 � So 6527 1.62 �0.23 �0.89 B2IV+B(1)1 � Sgr 6879 1.84 �0.03 �0.13 B9.5III1 � Pav 7790 1.93 �0.20 �0.71 B2IV1 � Sgr 7121 2.09 �0.21 �0.75 B2.5V1  Cen 4819 2.16 �0.02 �0.01 A0IV+A1IV1 � Lup 5469 2.30 �0.22 �0.89 B1.5III(1)1,3 �1;2 So(2) 5984 2.50 �0.07 �0.87 B1V1,2,3 !1 So 5993 3.95 �0.04 �0.81 B1V3 � Lib 5902 5.03 �0.03 �0.56 B2.5V2 HD 142315 || 6.86 +0.04 �0.21 B8VNotes: (1) Low amplitude (�0.05 mag) � Cep variables. Their use does not a�et the visual datameaningfully; there are no other suitable omparison stars when Æ So is near this magnitude.(2) Unresolved visually. The V magnitude is the ombined magnitude; the olors and spetral type ofonly the primary omponent are given. The two omponents are virtually idential in olor and spetraltype.* Site odes: (1) Buenos Aires, Argentina (Otero); (2) Sunninghill Observatory, South Afria (Fraser);(3) Lizard Hollow Observatory, Arizona USA (Gandet).

and CCD V photometry (Gandet). A qualitative omparison of the visual observationswith the PEP and CCD data (see Figure 1) beautifully demonstrates the notable preisionof whih visual observations are apable using the observing tehniques developed by SO(desribed in Ste et al 2002). The individual observations are available in eletronitabular form, at the IBVS website as 5352-t2.txt.Fraser used a .20-m SCT with an Opte SSP-3 photometer. He used the omparisonand hek stars given in Otero et al (2001). Otero used a set of omparison stars fromwhih the two losest to Æ So in magnitude at any one time were hosen. Gandet used a.28-m SCT, stopped to a 1-inh aperture, with an SBIG ST7-E CCD photometer and V(Bessell) �lter. Table 1 lists the omparison and hek stars, and their adopted Johnsonmagnitudes and olors, used at eah site.Fraser adopted the di�erential photoeletri photometry redution tehniques used inthe AAVSO PEP observing program, whih results in magnitudes on the Johnson system.No orretions for olor or extintion were applied to Otero's visual observations (Ste etal., 2002).Gandet used aperture photometry to determine di�erential V and B�V with respet to!1 So on two nights and �1;2 So on one night; both omponents of � So were inludedwithin the aperture. Mean extintion and seasonal transforms measured previously atthe LHO site were used to plae the observations on the Johnson system; the V -bandextintion oeÆient at the LHO site is quite onsistent between nights of photometriquality within a partiular season. The nominal B�V di�erene, Æ So minus !1 So, of�0.08, was adopted for the transforms, and the resulting orretions were no larger than0.015 mag in V .We have therefore assumed that all of our observations are on the Johnson system.Our B-band data are too few to on�dently reah a onlusion about olor variations,but there is some indiation that the star may have reddened by up to �0.1 in B � Vsine the outburst began.
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Otero's visual magnitudes (�lled irles), Fraser's (open irles), and Gandet's CCD Vmagnitudes (rosses) are shown in Figure 1, plotted against Geoentri JD. The estimatedmaximum internal unertainty of the PEP and CCD observations is �0.02 mag and�0.05 mag for the visual observations.

Figure 1. Visual, PEP V , and CCD V observations, through 11 Otober 2002, of Æ Sorpii. See textfor an explanation of the symbols.
We used Sargle's periodogram algorithm, as implemented in the AVE software (Bar-ber�a, 2000), to searh the entire data set of our raw magnitudes for peaks in the powerspetrum. The range of inverse frequenies tested was from .1 to 400 days. The powerspetrum shows strong peaks near 180, 251, and 400 days. Possible alias periods due toseasonal gaps in the observations are related to the true period by 1/Palias = (1/Ptrue)� n/365.25 days (see, e.g., Pery and Kastruko� 2001). If a truly periodi variability of71 days in length is present in our data, then the three strong peaks are losely relatedby that relation to the �800-day time interval overed by the observations and to the ap-proximate length of the observing season; the 180-day peak orresponds to an \observinggap" of �71 days. The magnitude range of the long-term trend has so far been �0.6 magwhile the amplitude of the mid-term variation, when it is visible, has averaged �0.2 mag,so the long-term variation would therefore be expeted to dominate the power spetrum.We onluded, as a result, that two of the strong peaks are aliases, and the 180-day peakis a signature of variability of �71-days.The next strongest peaks in the power spetrum are at 68 and 88 days, but the peaksat inverse frequenies larger than about 70-75 days ould be ruled out by the �rst twoseason's photometry. There were no signi�ant peaks near one day in the power spetrum.Variability greater than 0.01 mag on a time sale �3.0 hours was not seen in observationsmade by Fraser and Gandet on three separate nights; those observations, and the largedi�erene in longitude between their sites, virtually rule out any variations on a time salenear one day on those nights.To determine probable dates for the outburst's start and long-term maximum light,we performed a least squares, quadrati �t to our raw magnitude data; the solid urve
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in Figure 1 represents the resulting �t. Assuming a nominal pre-outburst magnitude ofV=2:m32 (Ho�eit and Jashek, 1982), our admittedly rude approximation indiates thatthe outburst began on about JD 2451600, shown in Figure 1 by the left-faing arrow. Thatdate qualitatively agrees with METAL's estimate. The long-term trend's maximum, aspredited by our quadrati, ourred on approximately JD 2452240; that date is lose totwo 71-day yles after the derease in disk density found by METAL and is within 4% ofsix 71-day yle lengths after periastron. The vertial dotted line in Figure 1 representsthe time of periastron passage determined by METAL.There are at least three possible lulls visible in the Figure 1 and 2 light urves, eahof approximately 70-75 days in length, during whih the magnitude residuals are essen-tially onstant. The average standard deviation of the mean magnitude during a lull is��0.02 mag, while the same quantity for ex-lull intervals is ��0.10 mag, alulated usingthe residuals from the quadrati �t to the entire data set.The �rst two (sequential) lulls begin on approximately JDs 2451940 and 2452100; theyour before the long-term trend maximum and ould not have begun less than �145 daysapart. The �rst lull begins �140 days after periastron, whih is very lose to the timeMETAL �nds that the disk density dereased suddenly; that interval is within 1.5% oftwo 71-day yles long. Beause of gaps in the data, we do not know if the lulls reourwith a harateristi frequeny or if eah lull's duration is the same. The third putativelull begins by JD 2452287, at the latest, and lasts through approximately JD 2452355, aninterval of �65 days; however, beause of a gap in the observations, the duration of thislull ould be as long as �71 days.The last reognizable 71-day yle begins on about JD 2452355, following the end ofthe putative third lull, and ends on about JD 2452420. We an only say that it is aminimum of �65 days in length; its time-of-onset may not have been observed; a longerduration is not be ruled out by our observations.Figure 2 is an expanded time sale of our data after long-term maximum. A quadrati�t made to only these data (dotted line) learly shows a departure from the quadrati �tto the entire data set (solid line). The desending branh is steeper than the asendingbranh, whereas the desending branh of the 71-day variation is shallower than theasending branh. The magnitude residuals, from the post-maximum quadrati �t, of themost reent �65 days of our data set are essentially zero.While �tting separate quadratis to subsets of the data may apparently represent thelong-term brightness variation's behavior more losely, that proess ould be extended toinreasingly shorter time intervals without gaining neessarily meaningful physial insight,and potentially useful information on the gross behavior of the brightness variations ouldbe lost. We therefore adopt the \one-quadrati-�ts-all" approah we have used here asbeing adequate for our purposes, but note that there are no a priori reasons to expetthe light urve to be either symmetrial or unsymmetrial about maximum.Onset of what we haraterize as the haoti state ours on about JD 2452455, al-though the date is somewhat arbitrary, as an be seen from Figure 2. A transition to thehaoti phase may involve a sudden derease in what we have alled the quasi-periodivariability to �35 days, on about JD 2452420 that lasts approximately one yle-length;the stability of the light urve appears inreasingly degraded after that. The quasi-periodivariability's length may derease further until the start of the haoti state. We annotsay either that the quasi-regular photometri variability of Æ So presented here has hadthe same length, harater, or that it has existed at all, at previous epohs.The outburst so far may be divided into three phases, or states. The �rst phase is apost-outburst, pre-haoti interval, during whih the 71-day quasi-periodi variation was
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Figure 2. Æ Sorpii raw magnitudes after long-term maximum. The solid and dashed lines arequadrati �ts to the entire data set and to only the post-maximum data, respetively. The symbols arethe same as in Figure 1.apparent. Soon after the long-term trend's maximum, a seond phase began in whihthe 71-day variability initially dereased in length and the light urve gradually entereda haoti state of behavior. The third, post-haoti state, of the outburst was in progressat the ut-o� date of our observations (11 Otober 2002) and is primarily haraterizedby the presene of only the long-term trend variability. If mid-term-length photometrivariability resumes soon after our ut-o� data and the length of the lulls remains essentiallyonstant, this third phase an be onsidered a lull.We stress the importane of the extremely high eentriity of the binary orbit. AsMETAL has pointed out in onnetion with the eruption's origins, strong interationsbetween the omponents and the irumstellar envelope near periastron passage our.Considered as a binary star, Æ So thus presents a virtually unique opportunity to explorequestions of binary- and Be-star evolution taking plae in a highly eentri, perhapsrelatively rapidly evolving, binary system.The �rst author is gratefully indebted to Anatoly Miroshnihenko for making his Æ Sor-pii paper available prior to publiation and for his generous ounsel. We are equally in-debted to Arne Henden, Christopher Lloyd, and Myron Smith for their suggestions duringprevious inarnations of this paper. The omments of the anonymous referee were helpfuland onsidered.This researh has made use of the SIMBAD database, operated at CDS, Strasbourg,Frane, and of NASA's Astrophysis Data System.
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